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Summary 

Insect societies play a crucial role in the functioning of most ecosystems and have fascinated both 

scientists and the lay public for centuries. Despite the long history of study, we are still far from 

understanding how insect societies have evolved and how social cohesion in their colonies is 

maintained. Here we suggest inquiline social parasites of insect societies as an under-exploited 

experimental tool for understanding sociality. We draw on examples from obligate inquiline 

(permanent) social parasites in wasps, ants and bees to illustrate how these parasites may allow us to 

better understand societies and learn more about the evolution and functioning of insect societies. We 

highlight three main features of these social parasite-host systems - namely, close phylogenetic 

relationships, strong selective pressures arising from co-evolution, and multiple independent origins - 

that make inquiline social parasites particularly suited for this aim; we propose a conceptual 

comparative framework that considers trait losses, gains and modifications in social parasite-host 

systems. We give examples of how this framework can reveal the more elusive secrets of sociality by 

focusing on two cornerstones of sociality: communication and reproductive division of labour. 

Together with social parasites in other taxonomic groups, such as cuckoos in cooperative breeding 

birds, social parasitism has a great potential to reveal the mechanisms and evolution of complex social 

groups.  
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1. The secret lives of insect societies 

Insect societies represent one of the most intriguing phenomena in the natural world: they exhibit some 

of the most extreme examples of self-sacrifice (through altruism), conflict, and cooperation [1,2] ; they 

are amongst the most successful animals on the planet, dominating ecosystems globally [1,3]. It is 

therefore no surprise that social insects have been long-standing (and ever-expanding) models for 

scientists to better understand social behaviour, evolution, functioning and regulation [4]. However, 

we still lack a comprehensive understanding of the fundamental basis of the key facets of sociality in 

insects; insect societies continue to surprise us, forcing us to re-evaluate long-held beliefs. Recent work 

reveals that despite their ‘insect brains’ [5] these insects have complex cognitive abilities, allowing 

sophisticated social learning, cultural transmission and tool use [6,7]. Moreover, far from being 

programmed automatons [8], colony members are now known to differ widely in individual-level 

personalities and behavioural syndromes, that carry significant fitness impacts at both the individual 

and colony-level [9,10]. These examples suggest that we need some other way to unlock the secrets of 

insect societies. Here we discuss how social parasites could be tools to improve our understanding of 

sociality.  

Social parasites infiltrate the societies of con-specifics or other species, and exploit the socially 

acquired resources of those societies for their own fitness gain. They are taxonomically diverse: 

hundreds of species within Coleoptera, Hymenoptera and Lepidoptera show the ability to exploit social 

insect colonies’ brood care[1,11]. In the Hymenoptera, the evolution of social parasitism has taken 

many guises across many lineages (14); for example, the host-parasite association can be temporary or 

permanent, it can be facultative or obligate; there can even be variation in the life stage (larva or adult), 

of the parasite which exploits the host, or the caste (workers are the exploiters in slave making ants) 

[11–13].  

 Across these guises, natural selection has equipped social parasites in diverse ways with 

sophisticated toolkits which enable them to invade and exploit host societies; for example, parasites 

need to decode their host’s communication system and break the rules governing the functioning of the 

host society. To produce this toolkit, evolution has tinkered with the ancestral traits of the parasites’ 

free-living (social) ancestors: a social parasite may lose, gain, retain or modify traits to enable it to 

better exploit the host society. Trait gains are likely to represent traits used by the parasite to manipulate 

the host, whilst losses are likely those traits that were essential to a free-living social host (such as 

brood care) but no longer required (and costly to otherwise maintain) by the parasite; modified traits 

are examples of how evolution can co-opt existing mechanisms and use them to achieve a different 

function, and/or exaggerate or reduce them adaptively. Here we identify some key traits and explain 
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how such trait evolution makes social parasites excellent evolutionary experiments in nature that can 

be used to tease apart the ultimate and proximate factors regulating insect social life.  

 

 

2. Inquiline social parasites as tools to understand insect societies  

Among the various kinds of social parasites, the inquiline social parasites, the inquiline social parasites 

of the Hymenoptera (bees, wasps and ants) are particularly suited for understanding sociality. 

Inquilines are specialized and committed to a parasitic life and are dependent on being fully integrated 

into their host's colony throughout their lives [14]. There are three traits of inquilines that make them 

especially useful as tools for this.  

The first trait is the typically close phylogenetic relationship between the social parasite and the 

social host species [15–17]. In most cases, obligate inquiline social parasites belong to clades which 

are closely related to the host clade as sister species (strict Emery’s rule), or from the same genus 

(relaxed Emery’s rule) [15,16]. This contrasts with other kinds of social parasites such as slave-making 

ants, where host and parasites usually belong to different ant genera [16], and non-hymenopteran brood 

parasites such as Maculinae butterflies which exploit ant societies where the parasite indeed belongs 

to a different order (Lepidoptera). The close phylogenetic origin of many obligate inquiline social 

parasite-host pairs means they share many life-history traits; this shared ancestry means the parasites 

are well equipped to exploit the host system efficiently, by co-opting and adapting ancestral phenotypic 

traits.  Inquilines which are sister species to the host (i.e. strict Emery’s rule), are especially valuable 

as they offer the opportunity to interrogate the mechanistic basis, such as molecular regulatory 

processes, of social traits that are subtly (but measurably) different between host and parasite.  

A second trait of obligate inquilines that makes them useful tools to understand host societies 

is that there has been strong natural selection exerted on both the parasite and the host through co-

evolution, an evolutionary phenomenon that is typical of host-parasite systems [18,19]. Selection on 

the parasite is strong because obligate social parasites rely completely on the host colony for their 

fitness [12,14]: specifically, the parasite must first infiltrate a well-established host colony, deceiving 

and/or overcoming the host workers and queen, in order to be accepted; the parasite must then become 

integrated (remain undetected) into the society and functionally replace the former host breeder [20]. 

Failure at any of these stages exerts strong selection on the parasite. Equally, parasitism usually 

imposes high costs on the host, both because of high local prevalence (with many host colonies thus 

subjected to parasitism [12] and/or severe impact of parasitism on a colony; infection by an inquiline 

social parasite usually leads to a drastic reduction or even to a complete loss of the host colony 

reproductive output[12,19]. The resulting co-evolutionary arms race (19) generates a plethora of 
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morphological, physiological and/or behavioural adaptations in both the parasite and the host 

([1,12,19,21]) that comprises a rich comparative tool kit for biologists to exploit in order to understand 

the traits and mechanisms of social living. Adaptations in the social parasite can expose how the host 

system works, such as chemical deception strategies which may expose the communication system of 

the social host; for example the chemical signature acquired by a social parasite during usurpation 

reveals the key components of nest mate recognition mechanism used by the host[22]. Counter-

adaptations that evolve in the host to defend against parasitism are informative as well: social parasites 

can use exploitation mechanisms which are not necessarily part of the normal host social life or 

exaggerate host mechanisms, and the counter defences used by the host can expose social traits that 

could be less evident if focusing solely on the host system. For example, hosts from parasitized 

populations can evolve a bigger body size to fight back the social parasite, which suggest that body 

size is an adaptive defence trait in the host species [23]. Similarly, hosts can evolve more complex 

chemical signatures to prevent parasite chemical integration [24]. The nature of these changes can 

highlight the most relevant features for the nestmate recognition process in the host species [24,25]. 

The strength of the co-evolutionary arms race exposes these traits. This is especially so in obligate 

social parasite-host systems, as opposed to facultative social parasites where there will be selection on 

the parasite to retain traits of their free-living/social ancestor, such that they can exploit the alternative 

reproductive options as either free-living (social) or parasitic species. The intimate relationship also 

implies that inquiline social parasites and their hosts share the same environment for most of their life, 

which permits the comparison of social traits and their underlying mechanisms, while controlling for 

the influence of environment [26]. This is more difficult in other social parasites-host systems, such as 

Maculinea butterflies and slave-making ants, where the overlap between environment and ecology is 

limited. 

Finally, inquiline social parasitism has evolved at least 50 times across Hymenoptera social 

lineages (Fig.1a). Indeed, their prevalence and diversity are probably underestimated, as inquilines 

usually have small and fragmented populations, are often phenotypically cryptic and/or are rarely 

noticed/collected as they typically represented by a single female in a colony prior to reproduction, as 

most (to our knowledge) have lost the worker caste. The 50 plus independent origins of obligate 

inquilinism provide replicate natural experiments across the ant, wasp and bee clades (Fig. 1a). Their 

scattered phylogenetic distribution (Fig.1, Supplementary Data and references therein) means 

inquilines afford robust comparative analyses within and between host-parasite clades; this is not the 

case for slave-makers, for example, which are absent in wasp and bee clades.  

The ultimate power of inquilines, therefore, comes in their replicated evolution across a 

phylogeny of social hosts with contrasting life-histories and evolutionary origins. The identification of 

common evolutionary patterns in social parasites, across the phylogeny, has the potential to reveal 
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general secrets to social living, irrespective of specific life-history (e.g. carnivorous wasps and ants, 

versus herbivorous bees). These three main features make obligate inquiline social parasites a fruitful 

group of model systems through which research can better understand some of the cornerstones of 

insect societies.  

 

 

3. A predictive comparative framework for gaining insights into sociality  

Inquiline social parasites evolve from social host lineages, through losses (and/or reduction) of many 

social traits and gains (and/or augmentation) of specialist parasite traits [27]. Comparisons of some of 

these traits in social parasites and their closely related social hosts may help us better understand what 

is essential to sociality [28]. Previously, we had suggested a conceptual model for the phenotypic 

evolution of social parasitism from a social ancestor [27] which provides a useful framework for testing 

empirical hypotheses on the evolution of social parasitism [29–31]. We suggested that the specialized 

phenotypes of social parasites could arise through the gain of new traits (putatively traits required for 

a parasitic life but not a free-living life - ‘phenotype shift’ model) and/or loss of ancestral traits 

(putatively traits required by a free-living life history – ‘phenotype deletion’ model). The rationale for 

this was that social parasites have, broadly, lost (or reduced) traits important for social function (the 

‘deleted’ component of the ancestral phenotype) and gained (or augmented) specific parasitic traits by 

modifying ancestral traits or evolving new ones (phenotypic ‘shift’ from the ancestral state). Empirical 

tests of these models by comparing transcriptomes and genomes of social parasites and their hosts (as 

a molecular representation of the physical phenotype) [29–31] recently confirmed that social parasites 

evolve via a combination of the two processes [27]. The focus of these models (and tests thereof), 

however, was to understand how social parasitism itself evolves and is maintained. Here we adapt this 

framework to exploit comparative host-parasite systems in order to address the counterpart question: 

how does sociality evolves and how is it maintained? Comparisons of trait phenotype and the 

underlying mechanisms in social parasites and their hosts can help us interrogate the society and find 

out what is important in sociality. Many traits lost (unexpressed) or reduced in social parasites but 

retained (expressed) in their social hosts are candidates of importance for a free-living social insect; 

although traits may be lost for many reasons (unconnected with sociality), the phylogenetic spread, 

repeated evolutionary events and diversity of host-parasite systems in the Hymenoptera (see Section 

2) provides a powerful comparative approach. The identification of the same candidate (lost) traits 

across different host-parasite comparative pairs and across the phylogeny of the Hymenoptera would 

provide compelling evidence for social traits of importance (Fig. 2). These traits may be behavioural, 

morphological and/or physiological (examples discussed below). Recent advances in molecular 
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methodologies make the quantification of trait losses/reductions, gains/augmentations and other 

modifications in social parasites relative to their hosts more tractable than before as they allow the 

phenotype to be studied (and quantified) at a basic level (the genome), allowing comparisons of the 

building blocks (and their regulators) underpinning the different phenotypic traits;  this includes the 

expression of genes, their translation into proteins, the epigenetic marks that regulate trait expression 

in a direct comparison between social parasites and their hosts [32,33]. With a focus on the use of 

social parasites as tools to understand sociality, we now unpack and expand the concepts of phenotypic 

‘deletions’ and shifts’ [27] to include some of the specific modes by which a trait might change (or 

not) in the evolution of social parasites from the ancestral social ancestor, using their extant social host 

as a putative representation of that ancestral social state (Fig. 2, Table 1). Comparative analyses of 

many closely related parasite-host partners, across the phylogeny of the Hymenoptera, is potentially a 

powerful approach to understanding a social (as opposed to parasitic) life strategy whilst controlling 

for any phylogenetic or ecological effects (see Section 2).  

 

3.1 Phenotypic deletions and reductions 

 The first class of phenotypic change that may inform us about sociality are the ‘phenotypic 

deletions’ [27](Fig. 2 a, b): we use this term to include ancestral traits that have been reduced in their 

expression, as well as those that have been completely lost (or unexpressed) in the social parasites. 

Such traits are putatively important for a social life, but not a parasitic one, and thus are extremely 

valuable in revealing facets of social living that are likely to be specific to social function rather than 

phylogenetic signal. Complete loss of a trait implies there is strong selection against that trait, and this 

will only occur if there are high costs in retaining the trait (e.g. costly chemical cues that might also 

increase the risk of predation). A good example of a social trait that parasites have lost to varying 

degrees is investment in the worker caste.  Here we explore this trait with examples of how the varying 

degrees of worker loss in social parasites might inform us about sociality.  

Most inquilines have completely lost their worker caste; complete deletions may be informative 

for understanding the molecular machinery underpinning a diversity of social traits, because of the 

shared genetic tool kit of conserved genes that underpin much of our understanding of social evolution 

[34,35]. The absence of a worker caste in the social parasite may be more correctly viewed as an 

absence in expression of the ancestral worker toolkit because the (conserved) machinery is likely to be 

present in the parasite’s genome, but the right genes are just not switched on. This makes for a very 

useful comparative model: genes that are important components of the worker genetic toolkit in the 

host should be entirely unexpressed in the parasite genome.  

Incipient inquilines, which represent the early stages of social parasite evolution, often express 

some level of worker traits for example by still producing a worker caste, albeit vastly reduced. In these 
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cases, partial deletion (or ‘down-expression’) of a trait can occur, and the way in which the trait is 

‘down-played’ can tell us different things about sociality. One way of ‘down-playing’ the worker caste 

is simply to invest less in its production: this could be a reduction in the number of workers produced, 

their size or their diversity; for example, the incipient inquiline ant, Acromyrmex insinuator, which 

parasitizes its sister species leafcutting ant Acromyrmex echinatior [36], produces very few workers 

and those that are produced are small (as opposed to medium or large) workers [37]);  a comparison 

between host and social parasites has the potential to expose the proximate factors regulating the 

production of worker caste in the host. Another way that social parasites down-play investment in 

workers is by producing workers that are in some way functionally substandard;  i.e. workers that show 

reduced participation in nest maintenance or colony defense [37]; a good example of the latter is the 

reduced size of the metapleural gland in A. insinuator workers and their associated inability to control 

infection in the colony [38] (Table 1). The comparison of the machinery in functional (host) and sub-

functional (parasite) workers has the potential to reveal how these specific host worker traits are 

regulated, at the molecular and/or at the behavioural level (e.g. the absence or inactivity of odorant 

binding receptors in the parasite workers but not host workers could indicate candidate mechanisms 

for social regulation of worker behaviours).  

 

3.2 Phenotypic augmentation and gain 

The second class of phenotypic change that can inform us about sociality is ‘phenotypic 

augmentation’ (termed “shift” in [27], Fig. 2 c, d, Table 1). Here we use this as a collective term that 

describes the gain of an entirely new trait as well as trait augmentation, through an increase in trait 

expression. It makes sense to lump trait gain and augmentation together, as they are traits that are likely 

to be especially useful for a parasitic life-style. However, from an ultimate perspective, it is important 

to note that they should be interpreted in quite different ways. Gains can be de novo evolution of an 

entirely new phenotype, with a new function (that, for example, enables the parasite to infiltrate or 

deceive the host), along with a de novo set of underlying machinery. Thus, we do not expect any a 

priori evolutionary relationship between the host and the parasite with respect to such traits. An 

example is the emergence of a novel behaviour by the parasite which benefits a specific stage in its 

life-cycle such as the hyper-activity or ‘restlessness’ behaviour that appears to be essential for P. 

sulcifer, the obligate inquiline parasite of the paper-wasp Polistes dominula, in successfully usurping 

host colonies. Such de novo phenotypic evolution is likely to be underpinned by novel molecular 

machinery (e.g. new gene functions that allow expression of new behaviours/chemicals) [39,40]. 

Although these are specifically parasite traits (i.e. absent in the host), these sorts of comparisons could 

provide insights into how the parasite deceives the host: decoding the devious ways by which the 
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parasite circumvents the nestmate recognition system of the host (e.g.[20,22]), or suppresses a worker 

revolt (e.g.[41–43]), can provide us with key insights into the fortress defences of the society. 

Trait augmentation is likely to be via the co-option of an ancestral trait (and the associated 

underlying machinery which regulates it) into a form that benefits the parasite at one or more stage(s) 

in its life cycle. Examples of this are the evolution of morphological adaptations required for usurpation 

such as large mandibles or stronger stings [44] or enlarged glands for the secretion of 

semiochemicals[45]. Behavioural traits can also be augmented; e.g. elevated frequency of gastral 

stroking by the social parasite P. sulcifer, which is thought to enable the parasite to chemically mark 

the nest and become chemically integrated into the colony (Table 1) [44]. Paired comparisons of host 

and (augmented) parasite traits could provide many varied insights into sociality; for example, it may 

be reasonable to assume that an exaggerated version of a host trait may be underpinned by an 

exaggerated (or up-regulated) version of the machinery underpinning it – comparisons of the molecular 

and physiological underpinnings of the paired traits may help reveal the key processes that regulate 

that trait in the social species.   

A third category of phenotypic augmentation is much more elusive, but potentially one of the 

most interesting and valuable: this is the co-option of ancestral host traits for a completely new function 

in the parasite. A. insinuator provides another good example here of where the function of a phenotype 

has been changed: the workers have acquired a new function in regulating and suppressing host 

reproduction [37]; although the mechanism by which they do this is unknown, a paired comparison 

with host workers could reveal simultaneously the mechanistic basis of host worker function (e.g. 

brood care) and parasite worker function (i.e. suppressing host reproduction) through the upregulation 

of (for example) transcription in the host or parasite respectively.  Alternatively, the function of a 

specific trait may be modified; venom volatiles are for example used by the host P. dominula as alarm 

pheromones to alert colony mates and respond to a threat, while they are instead used by the parasite 

P. sulcifer to disrupt the colony’s social cohesion, acting as a propaganda pheromones [46]. Such traits 

have the potential to disclose how new mechanisms can be used by parasites to exploit host social life 

by re-wiring old traits, thus suggesting similar pathways to obtain different outputs. 

 

3.3 Phenotypic retention 

Finally, it should be noted that also the absence of change can be informative. Indeed, trait 

retention (Fig. 2 e, Table 1) might suggest that the retained trait is essential for the integration into the 

host social life, such as for example the maintenance of physical dominance behaviour and/or 

dominance signalling system in social parasites of small bumblebees and wasp societies [47].  
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4. Empirical examples of inquiline social parasites as tools to understand sociality  

Using the framework suggested in Fig. 2, we explain how the mechanisms and evolutionary processes 

that underpin the structure and function of a society can be unraveled through the study of social 

parasites and their hosts. We focus on two exemplar pillars of social evolution – reproductive division 

of labour and complex communication systems. However, a similar conceptual approach could be 

applied to other key traits of societies, such as immune defense and conflict resolution, to better 

understand the mechanisms and evolution of sociality. 

 

4.1. Intercepting the regulation of reproductive division of labour 

Reproductive division of labour, whereby some individuals specialize in reproduction while others 

help maintain the colony and provision and defend the brood, is an essential feature that characterizes 

and maintains the trade-off between cooperation and conflict in societies [48]. Such division of labour 

is expressed to different degrees depending on the social complexity of a specific species. Castes are a 

fascinating social trait, with such extreme morphological specializations in some species that the 

respective phenotypes can be easily mistaken for different species. Castes are the vehicle for the 

evolutionary commitment to helping (non-reproductive) behaviour and self-sacrificial behaviour in 

colony defence. The evolution of castes, and ultimately lifetime commitment to a reproductive or non-

reproductive role, results in societies that are more efficient in task performance [48] and that have 

fewer individuals competing to be reproductive.  

A comprehensive understanding of the evolution of insect societies requires uncovering the 

proximate and ultimate mechanisms that regulate reproductive and non-reproductive phenotypes. 

Obligate inquiline social parasites might be of help for two main reasons. First, social parasites have 

been under strong selective pressure to exploit the host’s reproductive division of labour (specifically, 

the host worker caste). Second, the change in relatedness within the colony after usurpation by a 

parasite makes the sociogenetic structure, and the consequent payoffs for each party, quite easy to be 

calculated [41]. Parasites need to secure the maximum help they can from the host species, which 

means suppressing host queen reproduction and, at least in primitive eusocial species where workers 

retain fertility, also suppressing host workers reproduction, so that all the parasite’s energy is directed 

toward maximising brood production. By contrast, the host colony should try to recover at least some 

fitness; in primitively eusocial species this means that helpers should (if they can detect the parasite), 

divert their efforts from brood rearing (as it no longer delivers indirect fitness) and instead invest in 

their own personal reproduction. This situation is clearly less easy when investigating reproductive 

choices in facultative social parasites that retain the ability to pursue alternative strategies, i.e. found 
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their own colony, or when investigating reproductive choice within the host societies, where fitness 

payoffs are influenced by the relatedness.  

 

The perfect inquiline should be able to completely suppress host worker reproduction, and 

should invest nothing in worker behaviours/traits. The predictions of the deletion and shift models are 

clear-cut: parasites should ‘delete’ their worker traits/phenotype (e.g. behaviours, morphological traits, 

gene expression, chemical cues): those traits that are expressed by host workers but omitted by parasites 

(Fig 2. a, b) might be among those specific to a social life, and allow the generation of a refined list of 

specific traits to be placed centre stage in the study of sociality. However, instances of ‘imperfect’ 

inquiline behaviours are more common, and although the predictions and hypotheses are less clear-cut 

than for the ‘perfect’ inquiline, they provide us with some unexpected twists in the makings of a social 

life. Indeed, there is variation in the ability of social parasites in suppressing host reproduction. Four 

out of five social parasite bumblebees and two out of four social parasite wasps examined fully suppress 

worker reproduction [42]. Thus, by looking at how and to what degree inquilines manage to exploit 

host reproductive division of labour we can gain insights into the proximate mechanisms regulating it 

[47].  

An example of the usefulness of obligate social parasites comes from social parasites of Polistes 

wasps. In the primitively eusocial societies of these paper wasp, workers can rapidly switch their 

behavioural phenotype, by developing ovaries in just a few days when given the social opportunity, 

and starting to lay eggs [49]. Empirical evidence first suggested that the presence of a fertile queen on 

the nest was the main regulator (or suppressor) of worker reproduction: when the queen is removed, 

workers start to develop ovaries and eventually one of the workers mates and fully replace the previous 

queen [50]. However, the physical presence of the queen itself is not sufficient: the main factor 

regulating workers in refraining from reproduction is the presence of the main breeder’s eggs [42,51]. 

If eggs are experimentally and periodically removed from the nest, workers develop ovaries and start 

to lay eggs, even if the queen is still present and active on the nest. Thus, the presence of the eggs of 

the dominant breeder appears to be a key factor in regulating the reproductive behaviour of workers. 

Testing this hypothesis within the framework of social parasite-host interaction, however, revealed a 

more complex story. The social parasite Polistes sulcifer is able to properly integrate into the host 

colony, both behaviourally and chemically [12,52,53]. P. sulcifer females enslave host workers, and, 

being as fertile as the previous queen, fill the nest with their eggs. Surprisingly, in contrast with 

queenright colonies, host workers in parasitized colonies develop ovaries and lay eggs even though the 

parasite has filled all vacant cells with eggs [42]. This suggests that presence of an active egg-layer is 

not enough to regulate worker reproductive behaviour in these simple societies. What we are missing 

remains to be seen; the framework predictions of the deletion and shift models, however, can help 
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formulate clear hypotheses to be tested. For example, under the deletion model (Fig 2a, b), the social 

parasite has lost the worker traits she no longer needs; but given that queen and worker traits arise 

through facultative expression of shared genes, and genes can have pleiotropic effects, it may be 

challenging for selection to perfectly disentangle the two suites of ancestral social phenotypic traits. 

The parasite may therefore have ‘deleted’ traits that permit successful regulation of worker 

reproduction; comparison of behaviours and/or chemical cues produced by the reproductive hosts and 

parasites, and/or expressed by the eggs of each species may reveal key traits expressed by the host that 

are omitted by the parasite. Conversely, under the augmentation model (Fig 2c,d), the parasite may 

have evolved a mode to regulate worker reproduction that is entirely different from that of the host 

(e.g. a new chemical cue) but that is also suboptimal, such that workers can sometimes subvert it. There 

will be very strong selection for host workers to evolve strategies to subvert reproductive suppression 

by the parasite, given that parasitism otherwise results in zero fitness for hosts. This is likely to result 

in a co-evolutionary arms-race between the parasite (in suppressing her host workers) and workers (in 

subverting their parasite queen); under this scenario a dynamic environment of phenotype shifting by 

the parasite (in response to the host) is plausible, especially in the incipient stages of social parasite 

evolution. Evidence of host rebellion has been detected in many other social parasites-hosts system; in 

Temnothorax ants parasitized host workers kill up to two-thirds of the female pupae of the slave making 

parasite Protomognathus americanus [43]. Such rebellions have the potential to uncover mechanisms 

of regulation of reproductive division of labour that could go unnoticed if only the host system is 

studied. 

Another example of how imperfect parasitism can help us better understand sociality is in 

species that still invest in worker behaviours/traits or even in some cases a worker caste. Inquilines are 

committed to a life of parasitism, and are well adapted to exploit the socially acquired resources of 

their host, which includes workers and their functions. However, in the early stages of inquiline 

evolution, the worker phenotype may not have been completely deleted. In the leaf-cutting ant 

inquiline, A. insinuator, a worker caste is often produced, although these parasite workers are less good 

at their job (such as brood-rearing) than their host counterparts [37]. Comparisons of the host and 

parasite workers allow for the identification of worker traits that allow optimal functioning of the 

society; e.g. in immunity or foraging efficiency [38]. Imperfect deletion (Fig. 2b) may be a first step in 

the evolution of social parasitism, followed later by a shift in phenotype (Fig. 2c); alternatively, 

evolving a new (or modifying an ancestral) phenotype (Fig. 2d) may be easier than perfectly deleting 

the ‘right’ part of a social phenotype. The type of model which best explains social parasitism may 

therefore give insights into the complexity of the social system: in the less complex societies, such as 

in the primitively eusocial Polistes species, a simple deletion of a suite of (worker) traits may work 
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quite well, whilst in a more complex society, as in Attine ants, shifting to a new phenotype may be 

easier to evolve. 

 

4.2 Breaking the host communication system 

Another key pillar of an insect society is the sophisticated communication system which regulates, 

through multimodal communication channels, all the social activities in the colony, such as labour 

division, colony defence, resource gathering and brood care [1,54]. Social insects rely on a very 

complicated and multimodal signaling network, made by complex blends of different chemical 

compounds, integrated with vibrational and acoustic signals (pulses of variable amplitude and 

frequency) as well as visual ones (patterns of shapes and colours on several insect body parts [55,56]). 

A major topic of current research aims at elucidating whether all or only some components of these 

complex signals play a communicative role and how they evolved across different social lineages 

[54,57].  

Since inquilines, by definition, infiltrate and live in host colonies, they need to break the host 

communication code in order to get accepted into a host colony and exploit the services of the host 

workers [20,22]. Here, we provide some iconic examples of studies on insect social parasites 

communication strategies that shed light on how host communication systems work, focusing first on 

how inquilines break the host nestmate recognition code and then on how they manage to reduce host 

defences. In both cases, we draw on examples where ancestral host traits are lost, gained or modified 

in social parasites and explain how they can be used better understand communication systems in social 

insects. 

Eusocial insects developed an efficient nestmate recognition system that allows each colony 

member to discriminate nestmates from foreigners [58]. Such nestmate recognition is usually based on 

the complex blend of hydrocarbons that cover the insect’s cuticle (CHCs), which primarily acts as a 

barrier for water loss and entry of pathogens [59]. These complex mixtures of both long saturated and 

un-saturated carbon chains - with or without methyl-groups attached – also evolved a role in 

communication, in particular acting as a colonial chemical signature and thus being responsible for 

making social insect colonies closed social units [60]. Social parasites evolved an amazing array of 

strategies to overcome this efficient host barrier against intruders and successfully penetrate the host 

fortress [20,22]. First, social parasites can “copy” the host recognition code (chemical mimicry, i.e. 

active production of host signature, and camouflage, i.e. passive acquisition of host signature). Given 

that non-nestmate hosts (i.e. conspecifics from other colonies) cannot do this (i.e. they cannot usually 

infiltrate a non-natal colony), this is an example of an acquired plastic trait in the social parasite (as 

predicted under the augmentation model (Fig. 2c,d), allowing the parasite the extraordinary ability to 

facultatively match her chemical profile to that of her chosen host nest. Aside from being a remarkable 
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feat of evolution, this parasitic trait is useful in revealing which facets of the host’s chemical signature 

are fundamental in nestmate recognition through a comparison of the parasite’s chemical signature 

immediately before and after successful infiltration of the host colony [46,61]. Moreover, the study of 

these strategies has the potential to suggest additional putative key features of the host recognition 

system. Indeed, by studying the chemical host-specificity of bumblebees social parasites, Martin and 

co-workers [25] found that the diversity of alkene isomer patterns in the chemical profiles of the host 

species is mimicked by cuckoo bees, thus revealing the importance of isomer diversity among species 

in bumblebees recognition codes.  

Another strategy used by many inquiline social parasites to subvert host recognition systems is 

chemical insignificance. First discovered in newly emerged ants [22], chemical insignificance, i.e. low 

levels of CHCs on the cuticle, has been found in many different species of social parasites [22,62]. 

These findings highlight the importance of the quantitative features of chemical cues for the recognition 

processes and have stimulated studies to define the lower limits of nestmate recognition cues needed 

to elicit a behavioural reaction in social insects [63–65]. Such findings have supported the hypothesis 

of a threshold mechanism in the host chemical recognition system. Interestingly, chemical 

insignificance is not always obtained through a general under-production of CHCs, but rather through 

a selective reduction of specific classes of compounds that, for their structure/shape (i.e. double bonds 

or methyl groups), play an important role in communication [54,66–68]. Examples of chemical blends 

that are uninformative for the host have been reported for larvae of the paper wasp social parasite P. 

sulcifer that are reared alongside host larvae [69], and for the eggs of the social parasite Vespa 

dybowskii laid in the host comb [70]. In both these cases, immature brood is covered by a cuticular 

profile with a lower proportion of branched compounds compared to host eggs/larvae; this signature 

does not trigger rejection by the hosts and instead allows immature parasite brood to be tolerated in 

host colonies. Such neutral, uninformative profiles of parasite immature brood have confirmed and 

reinforced the relevant role that different cuticular compounds have in conveying information 

concerning the bearer’s identity. Chemical insignificance of parasite brood is a prediction of the 

deletion model (Fig. 2 a, b): the parasite has lost traits that it no longer needs (presumably because they 

are costly); but equally there has also been strong selection for the loss of traits that would otherwise 

reduce their fitness. Chemical cues of nestmate identity in brood are exactly these: a social parasite that 

produces brood that lack the parasite brood chemical odor will do better than a social parasite that 

retains it.   

Another extraordinary evolved trait of social parasites is their ability to produce chemicals that 

appease, disperse, distract or repel host defenders [20]. Propaganda and appeasement allomones 

produce powerful effects on the host, ranging from panic responses in defending workers to provoking 

host worker to attack each other by acting as nestmate recognition disruption [47,54,71,72]. Usually 
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such substances (often acetates) are already present as defensive secretions in Hymenoptera (alarm 

pheromones) and they are likely to be exploited by social parasites to achieve different results. These 

can be obtained by under- or over-producing some compounds of a pre-existing host signal. This is a 

modified prediction of the augmentation model (Fig 2c, d): although the parasites are using the same 

basic ancestral host traits, they have ‘shifted’ in the context in which they are triggered, and in their 

function. In this sense, the chemicals per se are not an innovation; instead the innovation in the social 

parasite are the behavioural conditions under which the chemical pathways are activated. Discerning 

how the sensory perception pathways in the host and parasite differ and yet produce the same chemicals 

has the potential to reveal the mechanisms underpinning complex communication systems in the 

evolution of sociality. Although the chemical composition of such allomones and their effect on hosts 

are reported for ants, bees and wasps  [47,54,71,72], their physiological mechanism is unknown [73]. 

Certainly, a more careful evaluation of these impressive allomone could represent useful tools to better 

understand different behavioral actions usually adopted by many social insects as a reaction to an 

incoming danger. 

Overall, the broad suite of formidable strategies used by social parasites to bypass the host 

recognition barrier represent remarkable natural experiments that provide us with insights into the 

secrets of host communication systems. Future research should extend the study to the other sensory 

channels used by social insects to communicate, such as vibrational and visual communication. 

 

 

5. Conclusions  

Here we have argued that inquiline social parasites not only represent fascinating natural phenomenon, 

but also natural, replicated evolutionary experiments that might provide insights into the insect 

societies that they have evolved to exploit. Because of their strong and intimate relationship with the 

host species, their phylogenetic proximity to host species, as well as their abundance across the main 

Hymenoptera social lineages, inquiline social parasites represent promising (albeit under-exploited) 

model systems to better understand the functioning of insect societies. We have provided a conceptual 

comparative framework that considers trait loss, gains and modifications in parasite-host systems, in 

order to use inquiline social parasite as tools to better understand insect societies. We also provided 

empirical examples of how this simple framework provides complementary hypotheses to test, by 

focusing on two cornerstones of sociality: reproductive division of labour and communication.  

The potential of social parasites as tools in this respect is likely to reach far beyond these two 

aspects [74], but we hope that these topics provide exemplars to initiate more interest in using social 

parasites as models within this conceptual framework to better understand the mechanisms and 
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evolution of the more elusive secrets of social living, such as immune defense and conflict resolution. 

Equally, although we focus on inquilines, there is huge potential to exploit other guises of social 

parasites of insects (from slave-makers to temporary facultative social parasites) as well as social 

parasites from across the animal kingdom (such as cuckoos in cooperative breeding birds) [11,19,75], 

as tools to unlock the secrets of living in societies.  
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Figure caption 

Fig.1 Occurrence and putative independent origins of inquiline social parasites. (a) Area of each slice 

is proportional to the number of species of known inquiline social parasites within the subfamily. The 

number in brackets reports the minimum number of independent origins of inquilinism, as evaluated 

from literature [14,16,17,44,76–79], See Supplementary Material). Where data was not available, the 

number of genera showing at least one case of inquiline social parasites is reported, under the 

assumption that origins of inquiline social parasitism occurred independently in different genera. This 

implies that the picture provide a conservative estimation of the independent origins of social 

parasitism; (b-d) exemplary representatives of obligate inquiline social parasites in bumblebees (b: 

Bombus rupestris, right, and its host B. lapidarius, photo by Luca Franzini; c: Pogonomyrmex  

anergismus, left, and its host P. barbatus, photo by Elizabeth Cash; d: Polistes sulcifer, left, and its 

host P. dominula, photo by Rita Cervo).  

 

Fig.2 A predictive framework for understanding sociality via inquiline social parasites. The 

comparative framework considers trait deletions, gains and modifications in parasite-host systems 

and is adapted from [27]. Bell curves describe the expression of a single phenotype in the host 

species (blue, solid lines) and the social parasite species (red, dashed lines). The phenotype 
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‘deletion’ model (Fig 2a, b) exposes traits required for free-living social organisms that are down-

regulated or lost in the social parasite. The phenotype ‘augmentation model’ (Fig 2c, d) can be 

represented by trait gain, a shift to a novel phenotypic trait, a modification of trait function or the 

condition under which the trait is expressed. The phenotype ‘retention’ model (Fig 2e) exposes trait 

that are likely to be essential for the integration into the host social life. The three models are not 

necessarily mutually exclusive, as suggested by [27,29–31]. 

 

Table 1. Comparisons of host-parasite traits identify patterns of parasite trait evolution: putatively 

ancestral traits may be reduced or completely lost (‘Deleted’) or exaggerated (‘Augmentation’); new 

traits that are not found in the host may evolve (‘Gain’), or traits may be unmodified (‘Retention’).  

Through comparative analyses of host-parasite pairs, these different types of trait evolution can provide 

insights into host sociality. The kind of process (trait retention, modification, loss and gain) are reported 

together with key examples for literature and the possible insights they provide into the ultimate and 

proximate mechanisms of host sociality.  Here we focus on what can be learned in terms of traits lost, 

gained and/or modified during the transition to the parasitic lifestyle; however, it is important to 

acknowledge that both host and parasite adaptations through loss/gain/modification can occur also for 

particular life histories aspects which are not related to host-parasite interactions nor with sociality. For 

example, social parasites may retain traits that are not related to sociality, such as thermoregulation 

and grooming. Similarly, social parasites will modify/acquire new traits also for other selective 

pressure, such as different environmental requirements (e.g. different overwintering habits [27]). The 

power of these analyses, therefore, lies in analyzing replicated events of change in host-parasite pairs 

across the phylogeny of Hymenoptera, where social parasites have evolved. 

 

Change in trait Key examples in the literature Insights into host society 
 

DELETION MODEL 
Complete Deletion 

(Fig. 2a) 
 

The trait is no longer 
present. 

- Loss of nest founding behaviour and 
worker caste [1,12]; 
- Loss of wax production and pollen 
collecting apparatus on the hind leg in 
bumblebees [80]; 
- Loss of multiple mating in ants and 
wasps [28,81]  

Complete and partial losses 
and/or reduction expose traits 
required for free-living social 
organisms that are not 
beneficial for a parasitic 
lifestyle, or that would actively 
reduce the fitness of the 
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Partial deletion and 
reduction (Fig. 2b) 

 
The expression of the 
trait is reduced (e.g. 

performed behaviour at 
a lower rate) or its value 

is reduced (e.g. a less 
pronounced 

morphological feature). 

- Reduced expression of colony 
maintenance activities, such as cell 
building, thermoregulation, colony 
defense [82]; 
- Reduced antibiotic production in 
Acromyrmex insinuator social 
parasites [38] 

parasite. As reduction/loss is 
likely matched by 
reduction/loss of the regulatory 
mechanisms, host-parasite 
comparisons for these traits 
have the potential to revel the 
mechanistic pathways (e.g. 
hormonal, molecular) 
underlying these social traits.  

AUGMENTATION MODEL 
Gain (Fig. 2c) 

 
A new trait has evolved 

de novo. 

- Usurping restlessness in a paper-wasp 
social parasite [83] 
- Appeasement pheromone in the brood 
of paper wasp social parasite [84]  
 

This trait is important for 
parasitic lifestyle. It might 
reveal unexpected host traits 
(e.g. sensory biases that can be 
exploited by the parasite) that 
would otherwise have gone 
unnoticed if the host was 
studied alone. 

Increase (Fig. 2d) 
 

Trait expression is 
increased (e.g. 

performed behaviour at 
a higher rate) or trait 

value is increased (e.g. 
a more pronounced 

morphological feature). 
 

- Increased development of physical 
weaponry, such as sting, mandibles and 
size [44,82]  
- Enlarged glands for secretion of 
semiochemicals (Dufour gland, venom 
glands and Van der Vecht organ in 
bumblebee and/or wasp parasites) 
[45,80] 
-  Increased rate of performance of 
stroking behaviour in paper-wasp 
parasites, to obtain chemical 
integration [44] 

Augmented mandibles and 
stings in parasites help confirm 
the importance of these 
weapons in dominance 
interactions and conflict 
resolutions by the host, 
enlarged glands support their 
role in chemical integration. 
The parasite is likely to be 
exploiting these traits, and there 
is selection for them to invest 
more heavily in them than the 
host because of their critical 
importance in infiltrating (and 
controlling) host societies.  

Functional Shift 
 

The trait remains the 
same but it acquires a 

different function in the 
social parasite 

- Acromyrmex insinuator parasite 
workers acquire the role of suppressing 
host reproduction [37]  

It discloses how host social trait 
can be co-opted for new 
functions by social parasites, 
thus suggesting alternative use 
of old traits.  

RETENTION MODEL 
Retention (Fig. 2 e) 

 
The trait is maintained 

- Dominance behaviour: bumblebees, 
paper-wasps [44,47] 

Such traits might be essential 
for the integration into host 
social life. Dominance, for 
example, is often crucial in the 
host society to maintain 
reproductive control. It helps 
corroborate any putative 
mechanisms identified from the 
host system. 
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